
 

 

Friday 18th December 2020 
Dear Parents/Carers,   
 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! We hope you have a fantastic Christmas break with your children, they really 
deserve it after all their hard work this term. We hope you enjoyed the Christmas Production on Facebook and YouTube 
yesterday.  
 
Next term in Year 2, our topic is ‘How are you?’. Within this topic, we will be learning all about why it is important to 
keep our minds and bodies fit and healthy. If you have any links or contacts with sport coaches or chefs, please could 
you let your child’s class teacher know. We will be learning about healthy foods, getting enough exercise, the history of 
medicine and what hospitals and drinking water are like around the world. To launch our topic, we will be trying lots of 
new and exciting foods. We will also learn about what do to in an emergency and basic first aid skills. 
 
In English, we will be reading ‘The Disgusting Sandwich’ by Gareth Edwards and learning how to write instructions to 
make our own disgusting smoothies! We will then read ‘Alice in Wonderland’ by Lewis Carroll and create our own 
setting descriptions for an imaginary land. Any extra practise at sentence writing with adjectives would be greatly 
appreciated. Please look at the knowledge organisers on Class Dojo to learn the new vocabulary that we will be 
discussing when we look at these texts. We will continue to practise handwriting daily, using the cursive style so that 
children develop speed and confidence with their writing, making sure capital letters and lower-case letters are of the 
correct size.  
 
Maths will focus on the children’s ability to apply their skills to solve problems that involve multiplication and division. 
Any additional times table practise for the 2, 3, 5 and 10 times tables would be great please. Homework expectations 
continue to include reading at least three times per week, completing a weekly spelling sheet and a weekly home 
learning task.  
 
Homework books should be handed in on a Thursday please so home learning can be marked, and Dojo points can be 
awarded. Please look out for any key messages or reminders on the weekly homework newsletter that is uploaded to 
Class Dojo each Friday. Family homework this term is to create your own… exercise video! We cannot wait to follow 
these in class and see any Joe Wicks’ in the making! 
 
We will take the opportunity to go outside for PE so please could you ensure your child has appropriate footwear as 
well as a pair of tracksuit bottoms to keep warm. Please be mindful that your child will lose break time if their kit is not 
in school on PE days, which is a Tuesday for 2KT and 2SM.  
 
Thank you for your continued support and Merry Christmas!  
 
Best wishes,  
 
 
Miss Terry and Miss Moore 


